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About This Game

Battle Dome is a 5 v 5 competitive SciFi VR shooter (There is a mouse and keyboard mode, but VR is recommended). You
must work with your teammates to get to your opponent's base and destroy their core before they destroy yours. You must also
spread your team's color (if playing a color map), since you can only teleport onto your teams colored tiles. Battle Dome also

features trackpad locomotion, which can be used to any non-color map.

Battle Dome features 23 different weapons and 15 different maps. Some maps also have special rules, including anti-gravity, jet
packs, and bot opponents.

Battle Dome has 5 different PvP game modes:
Destroy the Core

Team Deathmatch
Capture the Flag
King of the Kill

You Only Live Once (1 life per round)

There are also 3 different co-op modes (including a horror mode).

Currently, there are 5 gun choices and 3 color gun choices., as well as a shield Battle Dome also features built in voice chat
(team and all talk).

Battle dome also features stat tracking and leader boards. Getting enough kills will unlock bronze, silver, and gold weapon (and
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glove) skins.

Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR
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Waste of $5. The motocross track is boring and the SX track is not really much of a SX track. And then there is no multiplayer.
Save your money.. Toys in VR. I shouldn't have to say more.. In my opinion, this is the best North American train avalible right
now. I've ridden one of these, and the sounds are spot on! so are the braking physics and the passenger view. The only thing I
dislike is that the middle pair of doors open at every stop, even at low platforms.

So in conclusion,

10\/10
Statement: Just get it, this is actually worth the full price for once. Bought at €5.99 and played on PC (not VR). I it took me just
under 3 hours to complete, which I realise is longer than many people, but I took my time exploring the underwater setting,
collecting items and upgrading as I went (this is deliberately vague to avoid spoiling anything).
Yes it could have been longer or a bit more varied but, having said that, I really enjoyed playing this game and think the
designers did a great job making it.
Recommended (especially if its on discount).. Even as a fan of the show I do not like this game. I have 6 hours in and all I have
done so far is run around to find something or run around to kill something. Not a very creative game and the pacing is about as
good as the last few seasons of the show. I hope there is more depth to this game than what has shown so far because each
mission is a redress of the first 3.. Don't get fooled by all those thumb-downs of the game Omnipresent, this soundtrack is quite
good. They're very good for background music and brainwashing(!). Techno music, what's not to like?. They did support Linux
once. And it's tough s**t if you purchased it for the Linux support. My primary reason for using this is as an intermediate for
my CAD models - hence the low time use. But I've not been able to get it working for a while now, and since Linux support has
been dropped it is now unlikely.. Most of the tiles in this DLC look great and give off that old PC game vibe. That's perfect for
making some classic feeling RPG games. However, some of the tiles are nearly ruined due to the new 3 tile tall character sprites.
If you use RPG Maker very much you might already see some of the problems this can pose.

For example, what if you had a 2 tile tall lamp. For 1 tile tall sprites that's all fine and good, as you can make the top tile of the
lamp be an overlay, and the bottom be an un-passible tile.

But this doesn't work with 3 tile tall sprites as now they are tall enough to reach that top, overlay tile of the lamp. This means
that you'd need a script to change the overlay settings of the top tile of the lamp on the fly.

As I've not found a script to do this, the problem renders many of the tile sets almost useless. For the $30 price point seems way
too high for something that hardly works, and seems poorly thought out.

(Also, I can't find out how to make use of hte side view battle system, so the DLC doesn't quite seem as easy as they make it out
to be in the description)

Anyway, this might just all be me not seeing something super obvious, but I feel it's best in this case to write about my own
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expierences with the product.. Honestly the game is not what I had hoped for. I was looking to have a game that allowed me a
strong capitalist kind of approach. Let me bargin, set prices, treasure hunt. Now admitedly the game has this, but it's very
limited.

The Npc's often want high prices for stuff whether it's garbage or not, you have almost no choice but
to\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665them off when bargining, which the tutorial recomends you don't do.

You can set prices, but it's an akward system and you have to spend money for extra space very quickly in the game, also the
price setting it's self is just a pain. Futhermore, you have no refence of anything so you also are forced to spend money on
an"expert opinion."

As for teasure hunting, you basically have a lot of repeat items. By the 3rd games you've seen most of it. Lousy replay value.
Everything was unlocked by the end of my first game, even though I only came in 2nd or 3rd.

Thanksfully I paid a sale price but even then I'd not recommend it. So many things that coulda, shoulda, woulda....
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Best game ever. Fantastic skin, looks awesome and expolding is the best part of this skin!. Great!!! At last, it happened! It's
finally released! Thx to Immergety team!
The game is totally cool if we talking about a graphic solution. Ancient Greece, mythological creatures! I was surprised! Of
course, it's just a beginning but for sure this game has a great potential! Waiting with patience next updates but for now, it's time
to play!. I dunno why this says I have 0.3 hours. I've played this thing at LEAST enough for two full days of gameplay, and
honestly it should be in 200-300 hour range. Regardless, the review.
Pros:
Gorgeous graphics but not demanding.
Responsive controls, and relatively intuitive.
THE MUSIC
Level design: I've supported this game since the Markiplier released his video about it. Level design is MUCH improved in this
game thus far in the Early Access. Seriously.

EDIT:
And of course I'd forget to mention: One of the things I like about this game the most, is that it's pacing is centered around you.
You wanna take it slow and accurate, or slow and easy(as in just enjoying the music and view)? Sure, no problemo. Want to
challenge your reaction time by going as fast as the game will let you? Have a blast, just don't blow up!

That's one of the best things about this game, you can take a step back and just enjoy it, and the game won't rush you.

Cons:
No buyable soundtrack. Seriously, I want to listen to this gorgeous music on my iPod and I'm willing to throw money at you.

That's it, really. I'm not too good at reviews. Out of 10, base off the game and not my desire for its music, I'd give it a 9\/10
because I'm sure it'll improve, given more time.. Extremely useful tool for those working with pure GLSL or HLSL. It has many
great templates to get you started even if you have no clue about shaders. The true greatness of this tool though is its debugging
abilities. To be honest, I don't use this tool to type out my shaders, its not got the most amazing text editor. But when my shader
crashes my application, I just copy it into this tool, press compile, and BAM! All errors pop up and I can clean them in a snap!
Any programmer can tell you that simple mistakes can get the best of ya, and this tool really helps prevent that. Now when I
originally bought it I was thinking it would be something like Shaderforge (from Unity) and was somewhat disappointed.
However, after so much reading and messing about, I have got a good enough understanding of shaders to just code them on my
own, and at this point I wouldn't trade that for any visual editor. Custom code is always more powerful, and the fact is you will
save so much space in your shader if you just write it out yourself, node editors can really generate lots of pointless stuff. The
ONE thing I would like for this tool is a better text editor, if they had options for tab spacing and font size and all that I would
type out all my shaders in this beast. No big deal though, Notepad++ and this work fine together! Hope this helps someone
undecided about this!. One of my favorites. Great game to unwind with. There is an element of strategy, and a great dose of
hand-eye coordination. Easy to just shut out everything and zone out in the game...
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